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Offsite Data Backup
Online, automated disaster recovery service for your servers,
desktops and laptops.
Inherent with any type of technology is always some
type of risk. The risk of losing data or having a data
failure are things that can keep any business owner
awake at night; but, for medical practices like yours,
dealing with sensitive patient data, this risk is even
more impactful. You have a responsibility to ensure
that your patients’ data is kept secured by whatever
means necessary. The risk of having someone’s
Personal Health Information (PHI) fall into the wrong
hands is a problem no practice wants to face.
Keeping data stored on hard disks within your office
might work okay for a while, but what happens when
you have a back-up drive that goes bad? What if data’s
lost through natural disaster or a simple technical
error? Risky In-house data management of backups for
secure PHI is definitely not advised.
You should proactively plan for the worst and hope
for the best. Developing a Disaster Recovery Strategy
should be an essential part of your practice’s growth
and business plan. 1st Providers' Offsite Data
Backup Service should be a key part of that strategy
- the perfect solution for keeping your PHI safe and
secure.

The Solution Includes:
Advanced File Versioning for Any-point-in-time
Recovery
Retrieve files easily at any point in time as multiple
versions of the same file are stored.
Email Confirmations
Be assured that your data backup has actually
occurred with automated emails sent after every
completed backup to verify that it is done.
Extreme File Compression (Up to 90%)
Reduce storage costs as our revolutionary
compression system can shrink the file size of your
stored data without compromising data integrity.
Bit Level Backup
With our amazing bit level technology, maximize your
daily backup speeds and minimize bandwidth usage!
Maximum Security
Multiple levels of encryption to help with compliance
- choose up to AES 256-bit.

ODB Features:
Nightly backup to our secure remote servers
Guaranteed no tapes, CDs or DVDs to buy which
saves you additional costs
Email confirmation of verified nightly backups
Recoverability from local disaster or data
corruption with ease
Faster recovery times
No third party software to buy or annual renewals
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